Abstract. In this paper we give a new definition of the chain recurrent set of a continuous map using finite spatial discretizations. This approach allows for an algorithmic construction of isolating blocks for the components of Morse decompositions which approximate the chain recurrent set arbitrarily closely as well as discrete approximations of Conley's Lyapunov function. This is a natural framework in which to develop computational techniques for the analysis of qualitative dynamics including rigorous computer-assisted proofs. Conley's Fundamental Decomposition Theorem and its extension to Morse decompositions is a powerful tool in dynamical systems theory. However, the framework on which the standard theory is built does not lead naturally to an algorithmic or computational approach for the approximation of the chain recurrent set, i.e., generation of Morse decompositions or the approximation of a Lyapunov function for the gradient-like part of the system. One can approximate the chain recurrent set by the ε-chain recurrent set for finite ε > 0, but there are no algorithmic or computational techniques for computing this set directly.
Introduction

Preliminaries
We begin with a suitable definition of a dynamical system. Let (X, d) be a compact metric space X with metric d. Definition 1.1. Let T denote either Z or R and let T + denote either Z + = {0, 1, 2, . . .} or R + = [0, ∞). A dynamical system on X is a continuous map ϕ: T + × X → X that satisfies the following two properties:
(ii) ϕ(t, ϕ(s, x)) = ϕ(t + s, x), for all s, t ∈ T + .
We adopt the additional property that, for t > 0, (iii) ϕ(t, X ) = X and, consequently, ϕ(−t, x) := {y ∈ X | ϕ(t, y) = x} = ∅.
The last condition implies that ϕ extends to a (possibly) multivalued map (for t < 0) on all of T× X . In this case, a complete orbit of ϕ through x is a function γ x : T → X satisfying γ x (0) = x and γ x (t + s) = ϕ(s, γ x (t)) for all t, s ∈ T. If in the above definition ϕ extends to a single-valued, continuous map on T× X , then ϕ is either an iteration of a homeomorphism or is a flow. In the case of discrete-time dynamical systems it is often useful to write ϕ in terms of its generator and define f = ϕ(1, ·).
Then ϕ(n, ·) = f n (·) for n ∈ Z + , where f n is the nth composition of f . An important question in the understanding of dynamical systems is how ϕ(t, x) evolves as t → ∞ for all x ∈ X . Answering this question begins with the fundamental notions of invariant and isolated invariant sets. where the intersection is taken over all possible attractor-repeller pairs for X .
The chain recurrent set R(X ) is an invariant set for ϕ which represents the smallest set outside of which the dynamics is gradient-like as stated in Conley's Fundamental Decomposition Theorem below. The chain components of R(X ) are the equivalence classes of the relation x ∼ y which is defined as follows: x, y ∈ R(X ) are equivalent if for all attractor-repeller pairs (A j , A * j ) either x and y are both in A j or both in A * j . The chain recurrent set has only countably many recurrent components R i (X ), which are not necessarily isolated invariant sets. [2] , [15] ). Let ϕ: T + × X → X be a dynamical system on a compact metric space X . Then there are at most countably many chain components {R i } i∈J of R(X ) and there exists a continuous function V : X → [0, 1] such that:
Theorem 1.5 (Conley's Fundamental Decomposition Theorem
(a) if x / ∈ R
(X ), then V (x) > V (ϕ(t, x)), t > 0, and (b) for each i ∈ J there exists
Moreover, V can be chosen such that σ i = σ j for all i, j ∈ J .
The function V is called a Lyapunov function for ϕ. Note that all Morse decompositions can be built by grouping chain recurrent components and their connecting orbits and, hence, corresponding Lyapunov functions can be constructed which are constant on the Morse sets.
Outline of the Main Ideas and Results
An important goal of this paper is to present a method for constructing approximations of the chain recurrent set of a dynamical system and its associated Lyapunov function. The standard way of defining the chain recurrent set is to consider the ε-chain recurrent set which consists of all points x for which there exists an ε-chain from x back to itself. While allowing for an ε-error in the dynamical system is a natural approximation to the chain recurrent set, this approach is not computable in many circumstances, and we will proceed by a different path. For a general reference on chain recurrence see [2] or [15] , and for an example where ε-chains have been used successfully in certain situations, see [11] and the references therein. The first step in our approach is to define a spatial discretization of the metric space X . In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce the notion of a grid from [13] which divides the space into finitely many compact sets. We denote the set of these grid elements by G. The diameter of the largest element of the grid controls the fineness of the approximation. After discretization, we define a multivalued map on the grid which mimics the dynamics of ϕ. To be more precise, we define maps F: G − → → G which "converge" in the proper sense to ϕ as the grid size goes to zero, as explained in Sections 3 and 5.
A multivalued map F can be thought of as a discrete dynamical system and as a directed graph. In the latter case the grid elements act as vertices of the graph and two vertices are connected via an edge if F maps from one vertex to the other. In Section 3 we define for F the dynamical notions of attractors, repellers, and recurrent sets and put these in the context of graph theory. The purpose of these formulations is to demonstrate that the objects we wish to study are computable by standard graph-theoretic algorithms, which are often very efficient, see [3] .
As we will see in Section 5, an appropriately defined sequence of multivalued maps and their associated recurrent sets will converge to the chain recurrent set of ϕ, providing a new definition of the chain recurrent set-(a similar result can be found in the work of Osipenko and Campbell [14] ). Furthermore, the spatial realization of a recurrent set for F approximates the chain recurrent set for ϕ, and graph theory provides a linear-time algorithm for determining the recurrent set of a graph, see [3] . Hence these approximations are computable. In Section 7 we show that the spatial realizations of components of the recurrent set of F are isolating blocks for ϕ. Indeed, this occurs for the spatial realizations of many invariant sets of F. Moreover, in Section 7 we prove that under certain conditions invariant sets in the graph converge to isolated invariant sets for ϕ. In particular, Morse sets and the recurrent set have this property. Section 6 investigates another important tool in dynamical systems theory, Lyapunov functions. For multivalued maps F one can easily construct (e.g., via graph theory) a function on the vertices of the graph which is constant on the components of the recurrent set and decreases strictly off the recurrent set, i.e., for each vertex that does not lie in the recurrent set, the function attains strictly smaller values on all vertices in the image under F. We would like to use such Lyapunov functions for F to approximate a Lyapunov function for ϕ. As the grid size goes to zero, Lyapunov functions constructed in an arbitrary manner will not generally converge to a Lyapunov function for ϕ. However, we will describe a method for constructing Lyapunov functions for F that have the property that, for a family of grids with the grid size going to zero, these discrete Lyapunov functions converge along a subsequence to a continuous Lyapunov function for ϕ.
In Sections 2 through 6, for the sake of simplicity, the theory is explained for discrete-time dynamical systems, i.e., ϕ(n, ·) = f n , where f : X → X is a surjective map. We utilize a particular multivalued map F in this case. In Section 7 we formulate general conditions that a multivalued map must satisfy in order for the theory to hold.
Grids and Multivalued Maps
The first step in developing a computational foundation for Conley's theory is the construction of a combinatorial representation of the dynamical system of interest.
This requires a finite description of both the metric space X and the dynamical system ϕ. In this section ϕ will be a discrete dynamical system generated by a surjective map f : X → X . For the definition of grid and the combinatorialization of f only local compactness of X is needed. Therefore, in this section we assume that X is locally compact and separable. We begin with the following discretization due to Mrozek [13] . Definition 2.1. A grid on X is a collection G of nonempty compact subsets of X with the following properties:
Observe that if X is compact, then G is finite. The diameter of a grid is defined by
The realization map | · | is a mapping from subsets of G to subsets of X , and is defined as |A| := A∈A A ⊂ X . On compact spaces the existence of grids of arbitrarily small size easily follows from compactness. From this the same can be achieved in the locally compact case. Proof. The construction involves a simple induction argument. For simplicity first assume that X is compact. By compactness we can choose a finite subcover
can be used to justify condition (ii). Condition (iii) follows from the fact that, for i > 1,
As for the case that X is locally compact and separable we argue as follows. Since the space X is locally compact and separable, there exists a sequence of open relatively compact sets U n ⊂ X such that cl(U n ) ⊂ U n+1 for all n ≥ 0, and X = n U n . Now define X n := cl(X n \X n−1 ) for n ≥ 1, and X 0 = U 0 . For each X n the above proof provides a finite grid G n with diam G n = ε. Therefore, G = n G n is then a grid for X with diam G = ε.
For a fixed grid we can define various combinatorial descriptions of the map f . The combinatorialization of f given below is natural and best suited for explaining the theory in this paper. We will consider other combinatorial representations of dynamical systems in Section 6. Definition 2.3. The minimal multivalued map associated to f on the grid G is defined by
If the underlying grid is clear from context, then we simply write F. To emphasize the fact that F is multivalued, that is each element of G is sent to a set of elements of G, we write
The inverse of a given multivalued map F is defined by
From the definition of F −1 it follows that enclosure carries over to inverses, i.e. if F encloses F, then (F ) −1 encloses F −1 . The following property is important in the process of going from the combinatorial information contained in F to the topological properties of f , and is an essential requirement for multivalued maps in the context of combinatorializing dynamical systems.
Definition 2.4. A multivalued map
Szymczak [16] was the first to identify and make explicit use of this essential concept which is used in Sections 4 through 7 to associate F with the dynamics of f . The following propositions emphasize the importance of the minimal multivalued map.
The minimal multivalued map is a natural setting in which to design algorithms to approximate the discrete dynamics of a map, and general computer software has been developed for this purpose, see GAIO [7] , [6] . To obtain rigorous information from these algorithms, one must take into account numerical errors. Thus, a useful extension of Definition 2.3 is to allow for an error in the image f (G). This leads to the following definition of a multivalued map.
Note that F ε encloses F, the minimal multivalued map for f . In practice there are always approximation errors in computing the image of f , since f can be evaluated at only finitely many points, as well as round-off errors. If these errors can be bounded by ε > 0, this example shows that they can be included in the multivalued map in order to get rigorous statements about the dynamics of the original system. In Section 4 we will describe other extensions and more general multivalued maps. In the next section we give a detailed account of the properties of multivalued maps and their interpretation as both discrete dynamical systems and as directed graphs.
Directed Graphs and Discrete Dynamics
Grids and multivalued maps introduced in the previous section provide a framework in which to pass from topology to combinatorics and back. In Sections 3 through 5 we will assume that the metric space X is compact and, therefore, G is a finite set. It is often useful to treat F: G − → → G as a dynamical system defined on a finite set. However, from the point of view of developing efficient algorithms, it is advantageous to simultaneously consider F: G − → → G as a directed graph whose vertices are the grid elements with an edge from G to H if H ∈ F(G). Thus, throughout this section, we will alternate between concepts from dynamics and graph theory. The notation F will be used for both a multivalued map and a directed graph. We begin with some graph-theoretic definitions.
As a multivalued map the closedness property implies that the space of vertices G gets mapped onto itself by both F and F −1 . This property is closely related to the surjectivity assumption in Definition 1.1. Unless specified otherwise F is always assumed to be closed. Proof. Since f : X → X for every G ∈ G, f (G) ⊂ X , and hence |F(G)| ∩ X = ∅. The assumption that f is surjective implies that for any G ∈ G there exists
Observe that complete orbits of F: G − → → G are equivalent to bi-infinite paths in the digraph F. We say that a path in F is nontrivial if it has at least one edge. A forward orbit {G k | k ≥ 0} and a backward orbit {G k | k ≤ 0} are denoted by γ + G and γ − G , respectively. As was indicated in the Introduction, the concepts of invariant sets and attractorrepeller pairs are essential for understanding the structure of dynamical systems. In the context of a multivalued map F: G − → → G on a finite set, the following definitions are appropriate.
By symmetry, S is an invariant set for F if and only if S is an invariant set for F −1 . The following proposition follows immediately from this definition and gives various characterizations of invariant sets which are useful in different contexts. By restricting F to an invariant set S, which we denote by F S , one obtains a closed graph again on which the theory can be applied.
Both statements contradict assumption (a).
We now show that (b) implies (c). For G ∈ S we construct a complete orbit γ G by induction. Let G 0 := G. Since F S is closed, we can choose G 1 ∈ F(G)∩S and
In either case the choice can be made since F S is closed.
Finally, to show that (c) implies (a) we argue as follows. For any
, which proves that S ⊂ F(S). The property for F −1 follows from symmetry.
From Proposition 3.4(c) it is easily seen that if S and S are invariant sets under F, then S ∪ S is also an invariant set under F.
We write
Definition 3.5. For a given set U ⊂ G define the ω-limit and α-limit sets of U by
Proof. We begin by showing that Inv(U) = ∅. Since F is closed, for any G ∈ U there exists a forward orbit γ 
, which contradicts the fact that A * is the dual repeller of A. Hence A is the maximal attractor in G\A * which proves (d). In statement (e), (i) follows from (b), and (ii) follows from (c). Also (e(iii)) follows from (d) since ω(G) is an attractor by Proposition 3.6 and ω(G)∩A
which contradicts (e(iii)), and a similar argument holds for k < 0.
Refining the notion of an attractor-repeller pair leads to the following definition. Definition 3.9. Let F: G − → → G be closed. A Morse decomposition of G is a finite collection of invariant sets S 1 , . . . , S n for which there exists a strict partial ordering on the index set {1, . . . , n} that satisfies the following property. Given a complete orbit {G k } k∈Z there exist unique 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and there exist k ± ∈ Z such that
Moreover, if i = j, then i j. The sets S i are called Morse sets.
Off the Morse sets S i the multivalued map F has a gradient-like structure. To make this precise we introduce the notion of a Lyapunov function on a directed graph.
Definition 3.10. A Lyapunov function for a Morse decomposition {S
i | i = 1, . . . , I } of F: G − → → G is a function V : G → [0, 1] satisfying: (a) if G, H ∈ S i , then V (G) = V (H ); (b) if H ∈ F(G), then V (G) ≥ V (
H ); and (c) if H ∈ F(G), and G and H do not belong to the same Morse set, then V (G) > V (H ).
Lyapunov functions for Morse decompositions of F can easily be constructed using linear time graph algorithms; see [3] . In Section 6 we discuss the construction of Lyapunov functions which limit on a Lyapunov function for the underlying dynamical system.
It is often useful to be able to partition a digraph using Lyapunov functions. We will use the following notation:
The following proposition explains the relationship between Morse sets and attractor-repeller pairs.
Proposition 3.11. If S is a Morse set, then there exist attractor-repeller pairs
Proof. Let V be a Lyapunov function for the Morse decomposition such that contains an attractor. Since
The same argument applies to the superlevel set V c and,
Using the above proposition we establish a fundamental relationship between Morse decompositions of a graph and the set of attractor-repeller pairs. 
. , I } be a Morse decomposition of F. Then there exists a collection of attractor-repeller pairs
Morse decompositions split the dynamics of F into gradient-like dynamics off the Morse sets and "recurrent" dynamics on the Morse sets. Next we introduce the notion of recurrence for F in order to describe the largest set on which F is gradient-like. The following result relates the recurrent set of a graph to the set of attractorrepeller pairs.
Proposition 3.14. Let F: G − → → G be closed. Let the set of all attractor-repeller pairs in F be given by
{(A j , A * j ) | j = 1, . . . , J }. Then, R(F) = J j=1 (A j ∪ A * j ).
Proof. We begin by showing that R(F) ⊂
By Proposition 3.8(e(iv)), there is no nontrivial path from G to G, a contradiction. Clearly, F(P) ⊂ P and G / ∈ P. By Proposition 3.6, ω(P) = A ⊂ P is an attractor which does not contain G. We will reach a contradiction if G / ∈ A * . If G ∈ A * , then there is a complete path γ G ⊂ A * and H ∈ γ
Definition 3.15. The components of R(F) are the equivalence classes defined by the relation G ∼ H if there exist paths from G to H and from H to G.
Observe that components of R(F) are the Morse sets of the finest Morse decomposition. In the terminology of graph theory, the components of R(F) are precisely the (nontrivial) strongly connected components of F which contain at least one edge. This characterization of R(F) implies that there exists a linear time algorithm to construct a Lyapunov function. Since G is a finite set, and we are considering Lyapunov functions with images in R, we can choose V : G → [0, 1] with the following properties.
Proposition 3.16. There exists a Lyapunov function V
: G → [0, 1] such that for any c ∈ R, V −1 (c
) is either a single component of R(F), an element of G\R(F), or empty. Furthermore, in the latter two cases
is an attractor-repeller pair.
Isolating Neighborhoods
After discretizing both f and X and studying the dynamics of the discrete system F, the next logical question is whether the characteristics of the discrete dynamics, such as Morse sets, have a bearing on the dynamics of f . We will see in this section that most invariant sets for the discrete dynamics yield information about isolation for the dynamics of f . Recall that a compact set N ⊂ X is an isolating neighborhood if Inv(N , f ) ⊂ int(N ). A compact neighborhood that satisfies the property
is clearly an isolating neighborhood. Easton called such an isolating neighborhood an isolating block [8] . The main result in this section is the relationship between Morse sets for F and isolating blocks for f .
Theorem 4.1. Let S be a Morse set for F, an outer approximation of f , then its geometric realization N = |S| is an isolating block for f .
Proof. The invariant set S is a Morse set and, therefore, by Proposition 3.11, it is the intersection of a single attractor A and a single repeller A * , i.e. S = A ∩ A * . Now N = |S| = |A ∩ A * | and, by construction,
Similarly for the repeller we obtain
Combining these two inclusions yields the following inclusion:
which proves that N is an isolating block.
An important byproduct of the above theorem is that one can also find attractorrepeller pairs for f via attractor-repeller pairs for F. See Proposition 5.5. The fact that attractor-repeller pairs for F can be used to find attractor-repeller pairs for f can be further generalized to Morse decompositions in the sense that a Morse decomposition for F will provide isolating blocks for a Morse decomposition for f . Morse sets are obvious candidates for finding isolating neighborhoods. However, there may be invariant sets which are not Morse sets but still yield isolating neighborhoods. If a Morse set for F is minimal (recurrent component), i.e., it does not allow further attractor-repeller pair decompositions, then it may still have invariant subsets. Sometimes these sets provide additional isolating neighborhoods and reveal additional information about the structure of the dynamics of f at the recurrent components. In order to achieve this we introduce the notion of isolated invariant sets relative to a Morse set. Note that one choice of S is the whole grid G. This notion of isolation combined with the outer approximation property also leads to isolating blocks. We can now extend Theorem 4.1 as follows:
Theorem 4.4. Let S be an isolated invariant set with respect to a Morse set S .
Then |S| is an isolating block for f .
Proof. By assumption, N = |S | is an isolating block. Then, for the isolated invariant set S ⊂ S , set N = |S|. The condition that N is also an isolating block is equivalent to saying that boundary points leave N immediately in either forward or backward time, i.e., for
is not in N , and therefore not in N . What remains to be shown is that the same holds for points
The invariance of S now implies that there exist orbits γ ± G ± ⊂ S. Since x ∈ M int and S is isolated in S , we can choose H ∈ S \S which contains x.
Using the fact that F is an outer approximation now implies that
In same way one proves that G − ∈ F −1 (H ). We can now construct the following complete orbit
which does not lie in S, implying that S is not isolated with respect to S , a contradiction.
The theoretical framework outlined in Sections 2-4 extends the ideas introduced by Szymczak in [16] . Using implementations on R n with rectangular grids by software packages such as GAIO [6] , [7] , one can produce isolating blocks (or, more generally, index pairs), index filtrations, and rigorous computer-assisted proofs of specific dynamics, such as periodic or connecting orbits, in both finiteand infinite-dimensional maps, see [16] , [4] , [5] , [9] .
Chain Recurrence
In this section we continue our exposition for the case of a discrete dynamical system generated by a surjective map f : X → X on a compact metric space, and for any grid G the multivalued map F will be the minimal multivalued map as in Definition 2.3. In Section 7 we will state conditions which guarantee that the results of this section hold for more general dynamical systems and multivalued maps.
Definition 5.1. Let {G n } n∈N be any sequence of grids for which diam(G n ) → 0 as n → ∞. The chain recurrent set for f is defined by R(X, f ) :
Obviously, the first order of business is to prove that R(X, f ) is well defined. We begin with a lemma which relates the multivalued maps on grids of different diameters using only the continuity of f .
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a grid with diameter diam(G). Then there exists a
Proof. Since G has only finitely many elements, Proposition 2.5 implies that there exists ε > 0 such that
Proof. Suppose G is a fixed grid and {H n } n∈N is a sequence of grids with diam(H n ) → 0 as n → ∞. We first show that n |R(
Finally, suppose {G m } m∈N and {H n } n∈N are two sequences with diam(G m ) → 0 and diam(H n ) → 0 as m, n → ∞. Above we showed that n |R(
Now we establish a basic lemma relating the orbits through points x under f to the orbits of grid elements G x under F. Here we will denote by γ
While the proof of this lemma is a direct consequence of uniform continuity, we provide a proof here because it is used extensively in the sequel. We denote by h (A, B) the Hausdorff distance between the sets A and B. 
Proof.
, and the rest of the arguments are analogous.
By uniform continuity of f , choose δ * > 0 such that
The convergence of orbit segments in the Hausdorff metric now follows.
One of the fundamental ideas in the proof of the decomposition theorem in Section 6 is the relationship between the chain recurrent set and the attractorrepeller pairs in X , which we now prove. This also establishes that our definition of the chain recurrent set yields the same set as the standard definition. First we need a proposition that relates attractor-repeller pairs for the multivalued map F to attractor-repeller pairs for f . (ii) By the definition of attractor, there exists a neighborhood V ⊂ B ε (A) of A with the property that f (V ) ⊂ V . Similarly, there exists a neighborhood
Proposition 5.5. (i) For every attractor-repeller pair (A,
V * ⊂ B ε (A * ) of A * such that f −1 (V * ) ⊂ V * . Since dist(A, A * ) > 2ε, we have V ∩ V * = ∅.By definition of an attractor-repeller pair and compactness, there existsN > 0 such that f N (x) ∈ V for all x ∈ X \ f −1 (V * ). Since V is open, Proposition 5.4 provides δ > 0 such that if diam(G) < δ, then |F N (G)| ⊂ V for any G ⊂ X \ f −1 (V * ). Also, we can choose δ < h(V, f (V )). Recall that for any set S ⊂ X we define cov(S) := {G ∈ G | S ∩ G = ∅}. Let C = cov( f (V )). Since f (V ) ⊂ V and δ < h(V, f (V )), we have F(C) ⊂ C.
Now let A := ω(C) and let A * be its dual repeller. Since A ⊂ C, we have |A| ⊂ B ε (A). Moreover, since f (A) = A, we have cov(A) ⊂ F(cov(A)), and hence cov(
Suppose G is an element which does not intersect f −1 (V * ). Then by the above construction, 
Theorem 5.6. The chain recurrent set R(X, f ) is the intersection of all attractorrepeller pairs of (X, f ).
Proof. Let (A, A * ) be an attractor-repeller pair for f . Suppose {G n } is a sequence of grids with diam(G n ) → 0 as n → ∞. Let ε > 0. By Proposition 5.5 there exists N > 0 and an attractor-repeller pair
* for all attractor-repeller pairs and let G be any grid. Suppose x / ∈ |R(F)|. Choose G containing x, and let c = V (G) where V is a Lyapunov function on G from Proposition 3.16. Then the sublevel and superlevel sets V c and V c contain an attractor A and its dual repeller A * , respectively. Moreover, A and A * do not contain G. Therefore, |A| and |A * | contain an attractor A and its dual repeller A * for which x ∈ A ∪ A * , which is a contradiction. Thus x ∈ |R(F)|. Since G was an arbitrary grid, x ∈ R(X, f ).
We now investigate how well grid recurrent sets approximate the chain recurrent set. From our definition, it is not a priori clear that grid recurrent sets R(F G n ) with diam(G n ) → 0 as n → ∞ cannot have elements which are uniformly bounded away from R(X, f ) but nevertheless disappear in their intersection. Our next lemma will show that this cannot happen.
Lemma 5.7. If G n is any sequence of grids with
diam(G n ) → 0 as n → ∞, then h(|R(F G n )|, R(X, f )) → 0 as n → ∞.
Proof. Note that since F G n is closed, R(F G n ) is nonempty, and since f is surjective on X (compact), R(X, f ) is also nonempty. Hence their Hausdorff distance is well defined.
Since
Suppose that there exists α > 0 such that h(|R(F
In the fixed grid G m there must be an element G containing x and x n for infinitely many
The above lemma shows that the chain recurrent set can be approximated arbitrarily closely by grid recurrent sets by taking fine enough grids. For completeness we show that this property holds for isolated invariant sets, which also yields a proof that every isolating neighborhood N contains an isolating block for Inv(N ).
Theorem 5.8. Let N be an isolating neighborhood and let S = Inv(N ). There exists δ > 0 such that if G is a grid on X with diam(G) < δ, then S = Inv(cov(N )) is an isolated invariant set in G with S
Proof. Let N = cov(N ). Let 0 < ε < dist(S, ∂ N )/2 and let M = N \B ε (S). If x ∈ M, then for every complete orbit γ x there exists n x ∈ Z such that γ x (n x ) / ∈ N , since x / ∈ S. For n x > 0, by continuity, there is r x > 0 such that f n x (B r x (x)) ⊂ N c . Since M is compact, n ∈ Z can be chosen so that |n x | ≤ n for every x ∈ M. By Proposition 5.4 there exists 0
A similar argument holds for n x < 0. Therefore |S| = |Inv(N )| ⊂ cl(B ε/4 (S)). Letting ε → 0 yields the Hausdorff convergence of |S n | to S.
Corollary 5.9. Let N be an isolating neighborhood with S = Inv(N ). Then there exists a compact set B ⊂ int(N ) which is an isolating block for S.
Proof. By Theorem 4.4, B = |S|, in Theorem 5.8, is an isolating block.
Lyapunov Functions and Conley's Decomposition Theorem
In Section 3 we introduced discrete Lyapunov functions for a multivalued map F on a grid G which are naturally obtained from standard graph-theoretic algorithms. In Section 5 we showed that the chain recurrent set of a map can be approximated by recurrent sets of multivalued maps on grids. However, if we consider any sequence of grids G n , with diam(G n ) → 0 as n → ∞, then an associated sequence of any such discrete Lyapunov functions need not have a limit. It is natural to ask whether the discrete Lyapunov functions on F can be chosen to converge to a Lyapunov function for the original dynamical system. In this section we construct specific discrete Lyapunov functions that have continuous limits, which provides an independent proof of Conley's Fundamental Decomposition Theorem. We implement this construction for the example of the mulitivalued map defined in Definition 2.3 in Section 2. Later we provide axioms under which this procedure works for more general systems.
Discrete Lyapunov Functions for Attractor-Repeller Pairs
The construction and convergence of discrete Lyapunov functions is performed in several stages. We begin by constructing discrete Lyapunov functions for attractorrepeller pairs which incorporate the topology of X (compact). If A ∩ B = ∅, then a distance potential is defined on all of X and, hence, Lipschitz continuous on X since the space X is compact. Distance potentials can easily be constructed as the following example shows. For x ∈ X \(A ∩ B) define
where the distance function d(·, ·) is derived from the metric on X . It is obvious that if (2) is equal to 0 or 1, respectively. As for the local Lipschitz continuity we have
Lemma 6.2. The function v (A,B) defined in (2) is locally Lipschitz continuous on X \(A ∩ B). If A ∩ B = ∅, then v (A,B) is globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant
Proof. To establish Lipschitz continuity, let x, y ∈ X \(A ∩ B), then (y, B) ) .
Using the inequality d(x, A) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, A) for A, and the same for B, we obtain |v (A,B) (x) − v (A,B) (y)| ≤ d(x, y)(d(y, A) + d(y, B)) (d(x, A) + d(x, B))(d(y, A) + d(y, B))
which proves local Lipschitz continuity.
As for the second part of the lemma we argue as follows. Other examples of distance potentials are found by slightly adjusting the example given by (2):
This is one among many possibilities for constructing distance potentials. The advantage of the above formula is that for n > 1 the associated Lyapunov functions in the continuous limit may display more smoothness.
Discrete Lyapunov Functions for F.
Let P = (A, A * ) be an attractorrepeller pair for F, and let v |P| be any distance potential for the pair |P| = (|A|, |A * |). The sets |A| and |A * | are not necessarily disjoint, but their interiors are disjoint by construction. Therefore, the fact that v |P| may not be defined in |A|∩ |A * | when the intersection is nonempty does not affect the following definition.
Choose representatives x G ∈ int(|G|) for all G ∈ G, and define the following function on the graph F:
This function is almost a Lyapunov function for the attractor-repeller pair decomposition as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 6.3. Let H
for all k ≥ 0.
Proof. Clearly,
, and the first inequality follows from the definition of v *
+ (G) from which the second inequality follows.
The above lemma shows that v * P is a weak Lyapunov function in the sense that it is not yet strictly decreasing off the attractor-repeller pair. For this reason we introduce the function
It is immediately clear that the sum is convergent for all G ∈ G and
Lemma 6.4. For all H ∈ F(G) it holds that V P (G) ≥ V P (H ) and V P (G) = V P (H ) if and only if G, H ∈
Proof. The first statement of the lemma follows immediately from the definition of V P and Lemma 6.3. If both G and H lie in either A or A * , then, by the definition of v P it follows that V P is equal to either 0 or 1, respectively.
Suppose that H and G are not both contained in either A or A * . The definition of A and A * then implies that G ∈ A and H ∈ A * . We distinguish three cases. The first case is when neither H nor G is contained in A ∪ A * . Suppose that
In the second case assume that G ∈ A * . Suppose again that
Finally, in the third case, assume that H ∈ A. Again suppose that
. This completes the proof that V P is a (strong) Lyapunov function.
Distance Potentials and Lyapunov Functions for Morse Decompositions.
It is also possible to follow the philosophy of distance potentials directly on finer Morse decompositions. This is not the approach we will take, so we only give a rough idea how distance potentials generalize and how this leads to discrete Lyapunov functions for Morse decompositions.
As an example, a distance potential on three sets A, B, C ⊂ X can be constructed by
with α ∈ (0, 1). Here we assume the ordering C → B → A. Of course, the properties of such a function can be put into a set of axioms as we did for distance potentials for two sets. A discrete Lyapunov function can be constructed by the previous procedure.
The Limits of Discrete Lyapunov Functions for a Single Attractor-Repeller Pair
We will now link the Lyapunov functions constructed above to attractor-repeller pairs for the map f : X → X . The function V P induces a piecewise constant
, which implies that V |P| is a (discontinuous) weak Lyapunov function. Notice that V |P| (x) is not well defined on overlapping boundaries of grid elements. For all of the constructions in this section, any reasonable choice of values on these overlaps will work, for example, we could choose
, but for particular applications different choices may be more appropriate. The next step is to consider any sequence of grids {G n } with diam(G n ) → 0 as n → ∞, and obtain proper Lyapunov functions for attractor-repeller pairs (A, A * ) for f . Associated with {G n } is a sequence of multivalued maps {F G n }. For a given attractor-repeller pair P = (A, A * ) for f , Proposition 5.5 implies that there exist attractor-repeller pairs P n = (A n , A * n ) for the graphs F G n whose realizations converge to P = (A, A * ) as n → ∞. For the sequence of grids we have the distance potentials v |P n | defined for the attractor-repeller pairs
where v P is defined as before with respect to P = (A, A * ). Before establishing the convergence of V |P n | let us first consider Lyapunov functions for attractor-repeller pairs for the map f : X → X . 
To prove continuity we argue as follows. Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that k = 0 and write v *
, so continuity only needs to be established at k = 0.
For x ∈ A * it holds that v P (x) = 1, and thus v * P (x) = 1. If for any sequence {x i }, with lim x i = x ∈ A * , then clearly lim v * P (x i ) = 1, proving continuity at points x ∈ A * . As for points x ∈ A we argue as follows. For each ε > 0 there exists a neighborhood U ε ⊃ A, with f (U ε ) ⊂ U ε and h(U ε , A) < ε, and there exists an N (ε) > 0 such that x i ∈ U ε for all i ≥ N (ε). By the Lipschitz continuity of v P this then immediately implies that v *
be a closed neighborhood of x, then there exists a δ > 0, and an i 0 (x) such that
. This can be seen as follows . Set d(x, A) d 2 ) . Let N ⊃ A be an isolating attracting set for A. By choosing h(N , A) sufficiently small we obtain that
Clearly, there exists an
The map f i 0 is uniformly continuous, thus there exists an δ ε > 0 such that
, which is continuous in x, and for each ε > 0 there
We have v *
Using the above inequalities we derive that
For the map f the following function
is a Lyapunov function for the attractor-repeller pair P = (A, A * ), as was proved by several authors in the case of homeomorphisms, see [2] , [10] , [15] .
Limits of Discrete Lyapunov Functions. Let x ∈ G n and introduce the functions
The next lemma links the piecewise constant functions v * 
. From the proof of Lemma 6.5 we obtain a constant
Moreover, choose G n x and define
By Proposition 5.4 we have that
in the Hausdorff metric, as n → ∞. Since v P is Lipschitz continuous it follows that
, and for all x ∈ X . From Proposition 5.5 it follows that |A n | ∩ |A * n | = ∅, provided that n is sufficiently large. Therefore, for n sufficiently large the distance potential v |P n | is a Lipschitz continuous function on X . Let G n ∈ A * n , then by definition
From continuity it now follows that, for each n, there exists a k n such that
for all x ∈ X . For k > k n it holds that v * |P n | (x, k) is equal to either 0 or 1. Let x ∈ G n with G n ∈ Y n (and thus x ∈ Y n ), and define the function
If n is chosen large enough, then D ε,k ⊂ Y n . This we can include in the choice of N (ε, k) . 
The estimate on W and W now follows. From the inequality
uniformly in x ∈ X , which proves the lemma.
By Lemma 6.6 it follows that for each ε > 0 and k ≥ 0 there exists an
The same bound can be achieved for k ranging from M(ε)+1 to ∞ due to the choice of M(ε). Therefore,
, which concludes our construction. The result can be summarized as follows:
Theorem 6.7. Given an attractor-repeller pair P = (A, A * ) and a sequence of grids {G n } with diam(G n ) → 0. Then there exists a sequence of attractor-repeller pairs P n = (A n , A * n ), with h(|P n |, P) → 0 as n → ∞, and associated piecewise constant Lyapunov functions V |P n | , coming from the (discrete) Lyapunov functions V P n , such that V |P n | converges uniformly on x ∈ X to the (continuous) Lyapunov function V P , as n → ∞ defined by (4). Remark 6.8. In equations (3) and (4) the discrete and continuous Lyapunov functions are defined via a sequence of weights that guarantee convergence of the series. There is of course freedom in choosing these weights as long as they satisfy the appropriate convergence criteria. In some instances it may be preferable to choose different weight factors.
Lyapunov Functions for Morse Decompositions and the Chain-Recurrent Set
In the previous subsection it is shown that Lyapunov functions for attractor-repeller pairs for f can be obtained as limits of piecewise constant Lyapunov functions on a sequence of grids. The final step in this section is to establish this result also for Morse decompositions and the chain-recurrent set R(X, f ).
From Theorem 5.6 we have that the chain recurrent set of f is given by
} i∈N is the collection of all attractorrepeller pairs for (X, f ). As before, we denote the attractor-repeller pairs by
where V P i are the Lyapunov functions defined in (4) for the attractor-repeller pairs
, is a proper Lyapunov function for (X, f ) with values in [0, 1]. The function V defined in (5) now establishes Conley's Decomposition Theorem as explained at the end of this section. However, such a Lyapunov function can be defined in many ways. First, by choosing the ordering of the attractor repeller pairs and, second, by a variation in the weight factors. This leads to uncountably many different Lyapunov functions for the chain-recurrent set. In this section we also show that such choices can be made in a way that allows approximation by piecewise constant Lyapunov functions on a sequence of grids.
The ordering of the attractor-repeller pairs can also be arranged simply by reordering the weight factors. Let a = {α i } ∞ i=1 be a sequence of weight factors with
It is immediately clear from this definition that V a is a function that maps onto [0, 1] . If all weight factors are positive, then V a is a strong Lyapunov function due to the fact that V P i are Lyapunov functions. In the above considerations we choose a as a fixed "index." We can also allow sequences a n with the property that a n → a uniformly as n → ∞. The statement of Theorem 6.10 then becomes V n a n → V a uniformly in x ∈ X as n → ∞. The following definition is equivalent to the one given in the Introduction. 
Moreover, if G n is a sequence of grids with diam(G n ) → 0 as n → ∞, then there exist Lyapunov functions V n for the multivalued map on G n which are constant on grid elements such that V n → V as n → ∞ uniformly on X .
Explicit Constructions for the Chain-Recurrent Set
In the previous subsection we established the convergence of Lyapunov functions for Morse decompositions and for the chain-recurrent set. In particular, Theorem 6.10 states that any given Lyapunov function V a can be approximated by piecewise constant approximations V n a which come from discrete Lyapunov functions V n a on the grid G n .
In this subsection we address this convergence from a constructive point of view, i.e., given the Lyapunov functions V n a for R (F G n ) , under what conditions do they converge to a Lyapunov function for R(X, f )? We outline a constructive way to answer this question and thus provide an algorithm for constructing approximations for Lyapunov functions for R (X, f ) .
Let G n be a sequence of grids with diam(G n ) → 0 as n → ∞. Proposition 5.5 establishes the following one-to-one correspondence between certain attractor-repeller pairs for f and attractor-repeller pairs for F.
Since P c is a finite set, Proposition 5.5 implies that there exists N ≥ 0 such that, for any n ≥ N , there is a one-to-one correspondence between P c and Π n c for F n . Moreover, given any 0 < ρ < c/2, the number N can be chosen such that h(|P|, P) < ρ for corresponding pairs. Applying Theorem 6.7 to the elements of P c , we obtain the convergence of corresponding Lyapunov functions.
Thus, we will impose an ordering on attractor-repeller pairs by the distance between the attractor and repeller. In particular, the ordering
for all i > 0 with a similar definition for attractor-repeller pairs for F. The above ideas lead to the following theorem. Proof. We will consider three separate cases. First we will assume that there are infinitely many distinct attractor-repeller pairs and dist
) for all i > 0, in which case a n = a is constant. The case where some pairs have the same distance between attractor and repeller requires a possible rearrangement of a for each n and is a technical modification of the argument below. Finally, the third case of finitely many attractor-repeller pairs is addressed. Case 1. Assume there are infinitely many attractor-repeller pairs and the distances between attractors and repellers are all distinct. Using the same notation as in the previous subsection, define The convergence of recurrent sets and Lyapunov functions for these maps follows. The most important example of a convergent family of maps is the case where the minimal multivalued map is outer-approximated by a computed map which includes discretization and/or round-off errors. Such maps are convergent as long as the errors can be made arbitrarily small with the diameter of the grid.
Flows
So far we have considered primarily discrete dynamical systems arising from the iteration of a continuous map. There are two different approaches one could take to generalize the above results for continuous systems or flows. First, one could consider the time-T map of the flow for fixed T > 0, which can be approximated by numerical quadrature routines resulting in an outer approximation of the true time-T map. In the case that the discretization error goes to zero on a family of grids so that Definition 7.5 is satisfied, the previous results imply that the grid recurrent sets converge to the chain-recurrent set of the time-T map, which is equal to the chain recurrent set of the flow. Moreover, the combinatorial Lyapunov functions described above converge to a true Lyapunov function for the time-T map, which is not necessarily a Lyapunov function for the flow. However, Lemma 7.7 below provides a method for approximating a true Lyapunov function for the flow.
In [1] another approach is proposed in which the flow is approximated directly using the vector field. A multivalued map on a polygonal decomposition of a compact region of phase space is generated from a triangulation. 7.3.1. Lyapunov Functions. Recall our discussion in Section 6 and consider Lyapunov functions for a single attractor-repeller pair. Let P n be a sequence of attractor-repeller pairs for F n approaching an attractor-repeller pair P. From the construction in Section 6 we obtain a Lyapunov function V P n given by equation (3) . The piecewise constant extension is given by V |P n | (x). By Lemma 7.6 V |P n | (x) converges uniformly for x ∈ X to some Lyapunov function V P (x).
In order to also get results for continuous-time dynamical systems we can adopt the philosophy of deriving Lyapunov functions from the time-1 dynamics. Let ϕ: R × X → X be a flow. Let v * P (·, k) be pre-Lyapunov functions for the map f = ϕ(1, ·) as introduced in Section 6. Then, to obtain a Lyapunov function for ϕ, we have the following lemma. Proof. The function V P,ϕ (x) = log 2 ∞ 0 2 −t sup τ ≥0 (v P (ϕ(t + τ, x))) dt is a continuous Lyapunov function for ϕ, see [15] . This function can be rewritten as follows, using the continuity properties of v * P as derived in the previous section, Finally, to define a piecewise constant analogue that approximates V P,ϕ one can numerically approximate ϕ(t i , x G n ) at discrete times t 0 = 0 < t i < t l = 1 and use these points to approximate V P,ϕ as follows. Compute v * |P n | (ϕ(t i , x G n ), k) as defined in Subsection 6.2.2 and approximate v * * P (x G n , k) by v * * |P n | (x G n , k) = max 0≤i≤l v * |P n | (ϕ(t i , x G n ), k) . Then, letting l → ∞ as n → ∞, the analogue of Lemma 6.6 holds and the discretization error in both the approximation of ϕ(t i , x G n ) and the integral defining V P,ϕ will tend uniformly to zero as well, yielding convergence to V P,ϕ .
